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Your Future, Your Super annual performance test:  
A note from the fund’s CEO 
The Australian Prudential Regulation Authority (APRA) is required to assess certain superannuation 
products under an annual performance test that looks at net returns. This APRA assessment is referred 
to as the Your Future, Your Super (YFYS) annual performance test.

1 Returns are calculated in each case after the deduction of fees and taxes. Note that past performance is not a reliable indicator of future performance.
2 The assessment for the year ending 30 June 2021 measured the net returns of MySuper products over a 7-year period. The assessment for the year ending 30 June 2022 

assessment will measure 8 years of net returns.
3 Based on 5-year return standard deviation of comparable MySuper products as at 31 March 2021 – data sourced from SuperRatings Pty Ltd ABN 95 100 192 283, AFSL 311880.

Our annual performance test result
On 30 August 2021, we received a notice from APRA 
informing us that our Balanced (MySuper) option had not 
met the YFYS annual performance test for the year to  
30 June 2021.
APRA has not provided us with further details of its 
assessment, other than to notify us of the outcome. For 
more information, you can visit the APRA website at  
www.apra.gov.au/your-future-your-super-performance-test.
We are required to notify members who have super 
invested in our Balanced (MySuper) option of this 
outcome. The notice we are required to send to our 
members is set by legislation and is provided with this 
communication. You should read the notice.
The trustee directors and I acknowledge the concern that 
this outcome has caused our members and assure you 
that we take the outcome seriously. 
To assist you in considering the result of the assessment, 
we have provided some additional information. You can 
read more about the approach we take to investing, the 
outcomes achieved by the fund, and what we are doing to 
improve outcomes for members.

Our approach to investing
Our approach to investing, or investment philosophy, is 
to deliver sustainable returns that meet what we set out 
to achieve and minimise the ups and downs of returns 
(volatility) over the long term.
We set out to achieve a certain (target) investment return 
above inflation. The rate of inflation used is the Consumer 
Price Index (CPI). Our objective is to achieve our target 

return during times of investment market ups and downs, 
we do not track an index or benchmark. This target 
informs how we invest. 
Generally, we invest less in shares than many other super 
funds. Instead, we generally invest more in alternative 
investments and real assets such as property and 
infrastructure. This could mean that in strong share 
markets like we have seen in recent years, our Balanced 
(MySuper) option returns will be lower than other 
MySuper products. The approach we take can be referred 
to as diversification. We expect diversification to produce 
more consistent returns, rather than relying on a smaller 
range of investments to perform well. 
Our 30 June 2021 performance 
As at 30 June 2021 our Balanced (MySuper) option 
delivered an annual return of 13% and a long-term return 
of 7.3% p.a. over the last 10 years1. This long-term return 
has exceeded our objective, which is 2.5% p.a. above CPI 
over a 10-year2 period. 
At the same time it also produced a smoother return 
experience for members compared to the average 
experience for other MySuper products3.  

Actions to improve outcomes
We have already made changes to our investment 
portfolio, such as introducing alternative credit, and have a 
number of initiatives in progress. 
We are planning new service arrangements that will allow 
us to enhance our default investment approach with the 
introduction of a lifecycle investment option (explained on 
the next page), as well as keeping us focussed on fees that 
represent value for money.

http://www.apra.gov.au/your-future-your-super-performance-test
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Changes to our MySuper option
Our plans include changes to the Balanced (MySuper) 
option, moving away from a single investment approach, 
where all members have the same asset allocation, to a 
lifecycle investment approach, where members’ asset 
allocation will change over time. 
Younger members, who have a longer timeframe to ride 
out market ups and downs, will have more growth assets, 
such as shares, in their investment. To manage the risk 
of loss as members move closer to retirement, older 
members will have more defensive assets, like cash, in 
their investment. You can read more about the lifecycle 
initiative in our February 2021 newsletter, available at 
oursuperfund.com.au/newsletters.
We intend to implement this change in 2022, once new 
service arrangements are in place. More details about 
the lifecycle option will be sent to members ahead of the 
change, explaining the option, how it will work and what 
choices can still be made by members.

Not invested in the Balanced (MySuper) 
option?
If you have an Accumulate Plus account with any part of 
your account invested in the Balanced (MySuper) option, 
you will be sent our notification of APRA’s assessment that 
the Balanced (MySuper) option did not meet the annual 
performance test.
If you have an account in Group Super’s Defined Benefits 
divisions or with Retirement Access, or you have an 
Accumulate Plus account but do not have any part of 
your account invested in the Balanced (MySuper) option, 
the YFYS annual performance test did not apply to those 
accounts this year.

Careful consideration
We offer a range of eight investment options for members 
to choose from. Details about all of our options are 
included in our Reference Guide: Investments available 
from oursuperfund.com.au/pds. 
If the performance of your super leads you to reconsider 
how it is invested, note that making a change can 
be an important decision with potentially significant 
implications. Before making a decision, please consider 
your personal circumstances and the features of your 
account with us. You may also wish to consider seeking 
independent financial advice. 
To form a more holistic view of a MySuper product’s 
performance, there are other key areas, beyond net 
returns, that could be considered. Comprehensive 
evaluations carried out by industry rating agencies 
assess not just net returns but also insurance cover and 
premiums, education, advice, fund governance and more. 
For more information visit oursuperfund.com.au/ratings.

We’re here to help 
More information about the performance test and some 
answers to commonly asked questions are provided on 
our website at oursuperfund.com.au/yfys. 
We will continue to provide updates on the changes we are 
making at oursuperfund.com.au/yfys and in our regular 
newsletters and emails to members.
If you have any questions about this notice or your 
account, please call us on 1800 023 928 between 8am  
and 7pm (AEST/AEDT) Monday to Friday.
Yours sincerely,

Scott Durbin
CEO, Commonwealth Bank Group Super
 

This communication was prepared on 17 September 2021 by Commonwealth Bank Officers Superannuation Corporation Pty Limited (the trustee) (ABN 76 074 519 
798, AFSL 246418), trustee of Commonwealth Bank Group Super (the fund) (ABN 24 248 426 878). This information is for general information only and does not take 
into account your individual objectives, financial situation or needs. When assessing whether the information is appropriate for you, please consider the current Product 
Disclosure Statement (PDS) and Reference Guides available from our website, oursuperfund.com.au/pds. You should also consider seeking professional financial advice 
before finalising any decisions that may affect your financial future. Past performance is not a reliable indicator of future performance. The target markets for our products 
can be found within the product’s Target Market Determination, available from our website, oursuperfund.com.au/tmd.
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